Pre-energize Analysis on 3 Phase Transformer by Considering Each Phase Flux
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Abstract — Inrush current is a transient phenomenon that occurs when a transformer is first energized to a voltage source at no-load conditions. It causes a very high inrush current. Inrush currents can adversely affect the electric power system and can cause improper work of a relay protection errors. The purpose of this study is to determine the amount of inrush current and minimize the amount of inrush current by using the pre-fluxing method.

In this study, a test was carried out using a 3-kVA core type 3 phase transformer. This test is done by giving DC flux before the transformer is connected to the voltage source, then the three transformer phases are energized simultaneously at a certain voltage angle so that the inrush current may be minimized. The test results show that the transformer that is given a DC flux always has a relatively small inrush current. In this test the inrush current is reduced to a minimum value at an ignition angle of 90 degrees with an inrush current value of 0.74 A in phase R, 3.41 A in phase S, and 3.80 A in phase T.

Kata kunci—— Inrush Current, Transformer, Flux, Transient

I. INTRODUCTION

The Role of a transformer as an electrical component, absolutely, could not be neglected in an electric power system, so its reliability must be maintained. A phenomenon that should be overcome during energize is a phenomenon called inrush current. Inrush current is a transient phenomenon that can affect the reliability of the transformer mechanically and electrically, because it’s very high value. It also can cause operating errors in the differential and over current relays of transformer. Transformers that often go through an energize process are also more prone to failing isolation [1].

The main cause of inrush current is saturation of the transformer magnetic core. Uncontrolled energize process can cause the transformer to work at a high saturation level so that a high transient current value can appear [2]. When the transformer is first connected to a voltage source, the amount of inrush current can be valued up to 10-20 times that of the nominal current of the transformer [3]. The process of charging repeatedly or energizing the transformer without a load can cause isolation failure in the transformer, this proves that the surge current has a bad impact on the transformer so the inrush current must be considered when energizing the transformer [1].

The method used in this study is to determine the value of the magnetization inductance of the transformer, then design a pre-energize component consisting of a capacitor that will provide DC flux to the transformer before the energy process is carried out. Testing is done by giving flux to the transformer when off and energized with a predetermined voltage angle [4]. Data obtained from this test will be analyzed, so that conclusions can be drawn.

II. INRUSH CURRENT

Inrush current is a transient phenomenon that occurs when electrical equipment that has the principle of electromagnetic work is energized with a voltage source in the off state [7]. Inrush currents can occur in electrical equipment such as transformers and motors. When the transformer is energized for the first time in a no-load state, the transformer will draw a current that reaches 20 times the nominal current and the duration of the inrush current can reach up to 0.5 seconds [1]. Inrush currents can cause various problems in the power system such as faulty operation of relay operations, failure of transformer isolation, shortening equipment life, harmonics problems, and others. Examples of graphs inrush current values can be seen in Fig 1.

One of the main causes of inrush current is saturation of the transformer magnetic core [8]. Transformer magnetic core saturation is caused by sudden changes in system voltage due to switching transients, generators that are out of sync, external noise and disturbance restoration [1]. Inrush currents are more common than short circuits, so inrush currents must be followed up further. There is no definite evidence that when energizing the transformer process can cause interference caused by high inrush currents. However, transformers that experience isolation problems because they are often energized under no-load conditions show that the inrush current has a dangerous effect. The problem that often occurs due to energizing the transformer is the problem of the stability of the system around the transformer which triggers overvoltage and resonance phenomena [1].

The magnitude of the inrush current value is influenced by various things, one of which is the ignition angle. The magnitude value of the inrush current will be the maximum value when energized with the ignition angle of 0 degrees,
and will be the minimum value when energized with the ignition angle of 90 degrees [9].

Inrush current is influenced by internal factors and external factors. The internal factor of the inrush current is influenced by the characteristics of the transformer core material. Whereas the external factor of the inrush current is influenced by the residual flux remaining in the transformer core. The residual flux value that is not in accordance with the instantaneous flux value in a steady state will trigger an inrush current [10].

In the inrush current, it consists of magnetization current and core loss current. The magnetization current is the current needed to produce flux in the transformer core so the transformer can work. Meanwhile, the core loss current is the current needed for hysterical losses and Eddy current losses. Therefore, the inrush current is needed by the transformer to fill the flux in order to operate.

III. METHODOLOGY OF INRUSH FLOW REDUCTION WITH PRE-ENERGIZE

Inrush current reduction test in this study is done by giving the DC flux to the transformer. The pre-energize component used is in the form of capacitors and diodes, the capacitors will then be charged according to the specified voltage, and then discharge will be carried out on two transformer phases namely the S and T phases (as in Fig 2). The flux filling step is carried out when the transformer is off. After the flux charging stage is completed, the energize process will be carried out on the transformer, the energize process is carried out by looking at the voltage ignition angle of one of the phases that is not carried out, namely the R phase.

Demagnetization capacitors are used as a means of emptying the residual flux in the transformer. The purpose of demagnetization is to empty the residual flux on the transformer after going through the energize process, which will have an impact on the accuracy of the data taken from each test. Demagnetization is done when the transformer is turned off after going through the energize process, with a predetermined time. A manual switch is used for the demagnetization of the transformer.

IV. PRE-ENERGIZE COMPONENT

In this study, we need a component that acts as a DC filler flux in the transformer to reduce the amount of inrush current when energized, therefore a pre energize device is designed to fill the DC flux in the transformer. The pre energize device consists of a capacitor and a diode, where the capacitor is charged with a certain voltage and then discharged to fill the flux in the transformer. The diode has a role to prevent reverse charging from the transformer after being filled with flux, so that the capacitor will automatically be isolated. The series of pre energize devices can be seen in Fig 4.
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Where $L_{\text{approx}}$ is the transformer magnetization inductance, $V_{LN}$ line-to-neutral voltage, and $V_{DC}$ is the capacitor charging voltage. According to studies [11] nilai $L_{\text{approx}}$ is determined from the following equation:

$$L_{\text{approx}} = \frac{V_{LN}^2}{2\pi f \times 0.05S_{\text{rated}}}$$ (2)

Where $S_{\text{rated}}$ is the transformer power capacity rating. From the above equation, the $L_{\text{approx}}$ value of 1.037 H is obtained, then this value is substituted into equation 3.1 and the required capacitor value is 31.7 mF, with a $V_{LN}$ value of 220 V and f of 50 Hz. Therefore, in this study a 30 mF capacitor was used.

The energy stored in the capacitors is obtained from the following equation:

$$E = \frac{1}{2} C \times V_{DC}^2$$ (3)

From equation 3, the value of $E$ is 0.375 J. The capacitor receives a supply power of 0.015 W, so the time required for charging the capacitor is

$$t_{\text{charge}} = \frac{E}{P_{\text{Supply}}} = 25 \text{ s}$$

From the above equation, it takes charging time for 25 seconds.

V. TEST RESULTS

Tests are carried out on a 3 kVA 3-phase no-load test transformer with Y-Y winding configuration by changing the voltage angle between 0, 60 and 90 degrees. Tests carried out with due regard to two conditions, namely without pre energize and by using pre energize before the transformer is given a voltage.

This test is carried out using a current transformer in each phase and then the secondary side of the current transformer is connected to the DAQ 4296 data acquisition hardware. The DAQ 4296 data acquisition device will be connected to the computer through LabVIEW software which will display the results of the measurement of inrush currents recorded by DAQ 4296. Furthermore, DIAdem software will be used to process the data displayed by LabVIEW.

A. Test Results Using Zero Degree Ignition Angle

Test 1 is carried out at an angle of voltage ignition of 0 degrees. The test transformer will be demagnetized for 3 minutes for each data collection. In the condition without pre-energizing the transformerator is immediately energized after the demagnetization process is carried out to measure the amount of inrush current. In the condition of using the pre energize transformerator will be given an initial DC flux using a pre energized component that has been charged, charging the flux is done after the demagnetization process. The process of stabilizing this data is done 5 times both in conditions without pre-energize and conditions using pre-energize.

One of the measurement results of testing at 0 angle can be seen in Fig 5. While the data from the test results can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>$I_{\text{tr}}$ (A)</th>
<th>$I_{\text{pre}}$ (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>10.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>9.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>11.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5. Inrush Current using zero angle ignition with pre energize

From Table 1 it can be seen that the condition without pre energize, the highest current value is in the phase of R with an average value of 32.69 A. This is because the R phase voltage value is at 0 so that the transformer will attract a larger inrush current, while for phase S the average value of inrush current is 10.39 A and for phase T the average value of inrush current is 4.14 A. If you see the average value of inrush current for both phases S and T is far below the average value of inrush current from the R phase, this is because the phases S and T have a voltage value that is greater than the R phase so that the inrush current produced by the S and T phases is smaller than the R phase.

B. Test Results Using 60 Degree Ignition Angle

Test 2 is carried out at a voltage angle of 60 degrees. The transformer will be demagnetized for 3 minutes for each data collection. In the condition without pre energizing the transformerator is immediately energized after the demagnetization process is carried out to measure the amount of inrush current. In the condition of using pre-energize, the transformerator will be given an initial DC flux using a pre-energized component that has been charged, and flux charging will be carried out after the demagnetization process. The process of stabilizing this data is done 5 times both in conditions without pre-energize and conditions using pre-energize.

One of the test measurement results at the starting point of this 60 can be seen in Fig 6. While the test result data can be seen in table 2. From table 2 it can be seen that in the condition without pre energizing the highest current value is in phase T, with an average value of 28.22 A, because in phase T the voltage value is at a minimum value so that the transformer will attract a larger inrush current, whereas for
phase R the average value of inrush current is 3.89 A and for phase S the average value of inrush current is 4.78 A.

Table 2. Sixty Degree Ignition with Pre-energize and without Pre-energize

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>$I_{	ext{INV}}$ (A)</th>
<th>$I_{	ext{PRE}}$ (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When seen the average value of inrush current for both phase R and S is far below the average value of inrush current from the T phase, this is because the phase R and S have a voltage value that is greater than the T phase so that the inrush current generated by the R and S phases is smaller than the T phase.

C. The testing results using 90 degrees ignition angle

Test 3 is carried out at an angle of voltage ignition at 90 degrees. The test transformer will be demagnetized for 3 minutes for each data collection. In the condition without pre energizing the transformer is immediately energized after the demagnetization process is carried out to measure the amount of inrush current. In the condition of using the pre energize transformer will be given an initial DC flux using a pre energized component that has been charged, charging the flux is done after the demagnetization process. This data retrieval process is carried out 5 times both in conditions without pre-energize and conditions using pre-energize.

One of the measurement results of the test at the ignition angle of 90 can be seen in Fig 7. While the test results can be seen in table 3.

Table 3. Ninety Degree Ignition with Pre-energize and without Pre-energize

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>$I_{	ext{INV}}$ (A)</th>
<th>$I_{	ext{PRE}}$ (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>32.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>32.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>34.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>32.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>33.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 3 it can be seen that in the condition without pre energizing the lowest current value is in phase R that is with an average value of 3.51 A, this is because in phase R the voltage value is at the maximum value so that the transformer will draw a minimum inrush current, whereas for phase S the average value of inrush current is 32.96 A and for phase T the average value of inrush current is 32.56 A.

If you see the average value of inrush current for both phases S and T is far above the average value of inrush current from the R phase, this is because the phases S and T have a voltage value that is smaller than the T phase so that the inrush current produced by the S and T phases is greater than the R phase.

VI. CONCLUSION

After testing the inrush current reduction on a 3 kVA 3 phase transformer using the pre energize method, three tests were performed with different ignition angles of 0, 60, and 90 degrees, several conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1. The ignition angle is one of the things that determines the size and size of the inrush current in the transformer. The ignition angle of 0 degrees in each phase (minimum voltage) will produce a large inrush current value in phase R with an average value of 32.69 A. While the ignition angle of 90 degrees in each phase (maximum voltage) will produce a minimum inrush current value with an average value of 0.74 A in phase R, 3.41 A in phase S and 3.80 A in phase T.

2. In designing a pre energize component the main thing to note is the magnitude of the magnetization inductance ($L_m$) value of a transformer. If the magnetization inductance value of a transformer is unknown (the absence of manufacturer data) a calculation assumption can be made to obtain the magnetization inductance value of a transformer that has been discussed in this study.

3. The inrush current value in each test always shows a lower value for the test transformer which is given initial flux compared to that which is energized without any initial DC flux. The difference in the reduction of the inrush current for each phase and each ignition angle is in the range 1.48 A - 28.22 A. Giving a DC flux initially by using a pre energize component in the form of a charged capacitor and then discharged to the S and T phase of the transformer is proven to reduce the amount of inrush current seen from the testing that has been done.

4. Flux in the transformer before energizing affects the magnitude of the inrush current which is divided. If the flux in the transformer core is not in accordance with the steady state conditions then the generated inrush current
may be of high value. Meanwhile, if the flux contained in the transformer core is close to or equal to the value of the flux at steady state inrush currents generated will be low value. The pre energize component helps initiate the initial flux in the transformer to approach the flux under steady state conditions.

5. Based on the tests conducted the pre energize method will work optimally when the ignition angle is 90 degrees, because the resulting inrush current is the smallest, with an average of 0.74 A in phase R, 3.41 A in phase S and 3.80 A in phase T. At angle 0 degree, the inrush current value is still high enough for phase R with an average value of 31.36 A. While at an angle of 60 the inrush current is still high for phase T with an average of 10.7 A.
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